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Welcome on my new portfolio,  
 
I’m happy to show my work. 
It is a luck, which I am aware. 
 
I hope this portfolio will meet  
your expectations. 

Car 
Reinterpretation 
From multiples photography-References

I regard this Portfolio as a medium to introduce myself. 
More personnal views are to be found in the black cases. 

 
In the white cases, I present my resume, with my educational background and skills. 

A portfolio including my illustrations can be seen on my Artstation profile website. 
The adress of the link is on the cover.



I started with a classic cursus in Art.  
 

After my Professionnal  
Bachelor’s degree, in graphic  

production, I carried on studying in  
the Art Department. 

I learnt the majority of my drawing 
skills on my own. In my Art school, 
the syllabus was more focused on 
Contemporary Art. 
 
Which I liked, but that did not in 
fact meet my expectations and my 
career profile.

DragonFly 
Reinterpretation 

From multiples Photography-References



When much younger,  
I did always like science-fiction and fantasy literature, graphic novels and adventure books 

in strange world...  
More especially dream worlds.  

 
I still remember how sometimes i dreamed to wandering in  

Star Wars world or Lord of the Ring worlds. 
 

I would not say i had an outstanding childhood but i know my likings for art 
and literature as well as my sensitive approach influenced the choice of a specific career. 

Ant 
Reinterpretation 

From multiples Photography-References

During my space time, I went on the net to learn 
how to improve more particulary in video-game industry. 

 



Movies, novels or video games were all 
a good medium to discover their dream 
worlds. 
I was quite fascinated by the drawing 
designers of video games. 
 
After my college, i have wanted to learn 
how to draw like a designer in order to be 
able to design my own worlds of dreams. 

Graduate Work 
Digital painting work 
From imagination 

All the w
orks show

n in this book do not follow
 the chronology of the resum

e.

2015-2016 | DMA  
Diplôme de Métier d’Arts Graphiques,  

Option Illustration. 
  

Second year in  
Graphic Art Superior Diploma. 

 
I graduated in 2016 and followed a 

three month. 
 

Trainning period as a graphist 
in the “Triton Noir studio”. 

 
I created the graphic of tiles for the  

”V-Commando” game board 
I have added a link about  

”Triton Noir” on my Artsation  
Resume. 

 
My work experience is analysed 
in the last part of the portfolio.

Resume



Now about my DMA and MANAA. 
I have learn how to draw perspective  

and understand its main rules. 
We were also asked to Design Project.

After my college, I start to take drawing lessons,  
outside of my school. 
And I start trying to understand how concept artist work. 
 
I searched all where I can progress,  
I drew in many sketch books.

Samurai 
Line-work 
From imagination



Samurai 
Lightning Work 
From imagination 

I looked at other artists’ portofolios and those of concept-artists. 
I liked. I went on painting and drawing in my spare time.  
 
 
I enjoyed looking at books and Artbook. I and contacted artist to 
see how they were working.

During the DMA training, the program made me  
discover Contemporary Art. 

 
And we had the opportunity to make  

lots of projects in this field. 
Including story-telling and illustration concepts.



Outside of classroom time, I also attended courses in anatomy 
and learnt how to paint in oils. 
In my free time, I also painted and created top-quality images 
in Photoshop software. 

I learned how to have more objective 
view on projects. 

 
In the end, we did three projects, three 

books for the DMA degree.

Samurai 
Digital painting work 
From imagination 



Among video games, movies 
or novels, the most important 
medium for me to work with is 
the video game. 
 
I like the interactions between 
the player and the video game  
I think it, has a great deal of 
potential and offers great  
opportunities.

2014 - 2015 | DMA 
Diplôme de Métier d’Arts  

Graphiques,  
Option Illustration 

First year in Graphic Arts Superior  
Diploma 

 
During the first year I did work 

mainly on narration, Contemporary 
Art and illustration.

The link about the training course 
are mentioned on my Artstation 

profile resume. 
 

Studies 
Digital Painting 
From Life 



2013 - 2014 | MANAA
Mise à Niveau en Art Appliqué
Upgrading in Applied Arts, 
at Jean Pierre Vernant highschool in Sèvres. 

I then learnt about Design work, without really being specialized. 
We discover the main rudiment in architecture, textile design and objects...

Samurai 
From imagination 
References used to create the garment.

To be more precise, i have particularly liked novels suchs as “Clan of Otori“ by Lian Hearn,  
for his adventure, or “Dracula“ by Bram Stoker.  

I liked “1984“ by George Orwell too.



2012 - 2013 
Senior year in professionnal  

graphic product bachelor’s on Garches to 
graduate as a graphic product bachelor. 

 
During these apprenticeship years 

I learnt about layout, photography and 
Photoshop,Illustration and Indesign  

softwares.
As far as movies are concerned, I have 
always been fascinated by the technology 
of design in movies. 
( creative design and most complex visual 
effects, technological progress to enhance 
viewer satisfaction, personalizing  
the interface between mobile and viewer. 
Like in “Avatar“ James Cameron. 
or “Prometheus“ Ridley Scott. 
 
But i have always been stunned by fictional 
adventure movies such as  
“The Dark Crystal“ by Jim Henson.

Studie 
Line work 
From photography 



Airplane - Studies 
Line work 
From photography 

2015 | April - July (3 months) 

TriTon noir 
V-Commando 
monTréal, Canada 
 
I then created the graphic the tiles for the ground game 
board.

To me, that was an unexpected work-experience :  
My project manager made me test the game, I learnt 
about the method he used to balance his game and his 
conceptual approach. 
He would listen to my own suggestions about graphic 
tiles. 
He shared with me his knowledge and his own personnal 
experience in Ubisoft Industry. It was quite eye-opening 
and rewarding ; 
I would like to say how grateful I am.

Work-Experience

I was also fascinated by “Dark Souls“ From Software, and the work of the concept-artist. It gave me more confidence and motivation to go forward. 
The experience of the immersion of “Red Dead Redemption“ Rockstar Games is most important for me.  

I cannot but mention some ideas exploited in “Populous“ Bullfrog Productions or “OddWorld“ Oddworld Inhabitants.  
 

I do enjoy playing videos games with friends.



Studie
Digital Painting 

From Photography

Today, I would like to put into practice what I learned; 
If I could be of any help for your own projects, 

that would be high recognition for me... 

And continue to pratice in Design and they dreams worlds.



   

Studie
Digital Painting 
From Photography

My own favourite software

Photoshop, my main software.

Illustrator, rarely.

Indesign, when it’s needed.

Anatomy, constant learning.

Perspective, constant learning.

English, read and writte, 
the vocal is more hard.

French, natal language.

Languages

Knowledge

Softwares

I have a high level of commitment 
and honestly think i have strong and 

clear incentives for the job i am 
looking for.



 
Thank you 
Thank you for your attention.

Looking forward to meeting you or hearing from you.

nicolaslesbros@gmail.com

Nicolas Lesbros 
PortFolio 

2017 


